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Abstract—Fog computing provides low-latency cloud-like com-
pute resources to end devices, thereby facilitating the delivery
of modern data-intensive applications at the edge. These appli-
cations must comply with data protection requirements, such
as posed by the European General Data Protection Regulation,
which requires that protection of personal data must be ensured
by design. We analyse to what extent UMLsec and SysML-
Sec, extensions of the widely used modelling languages UML
and SysML, help modelling data protection aspects during the
design of fog computing systems. We use UMLsec and SysML-
Sec because these languages are capable of modelling information
security aspects, which significantly overlap with data protection
aspects. As basis for our analysis, we create UMLSec und SysML-
Sec models for three real-world use cases from Smart City,
Smart Manufacturing, and Smart Media. Using real-world use
cases facilitates reflecting actual data protection concerns in
practice. The results indicate that both UMLsec and SysML-Sec
are partially suitable for capturing the data protection aspects
identified in the use cases. Based on the identified gaps, we
propose potential enhancements of these languages.

Index Terms—Fog computing, Edge computing, Data protec-
tion, Security, Privacy, UMLsec, SysML-Sec

I. INTRODUCTION

Motivation: Many modern applications, such as those
used in smart cities and smart industry, require low network
communication latency combined with satisfactory quality of
service for real-time data processing [1]. Since most end
devices (e.g. IoT devices) lack the necessary resources for real-
time data processing, offloading data storage and processing is
a possible solution to this problem [2], [3]. Fog computing is
designed to satisfy these requirements by providing computing
capacity at the edge of the network in so-called fog nodes [2].
Fog nodes can perform certain tasks that the end devices are
not capable of. Fog nodes can also pre-process and compress
data, for example to reduce data load that may be sent to the
cloud for further processing [1].

The characteristics of fog computing (e.g. mobility and
location awareness of fog nodes) have given rise to new
design challenges with regard to personal data protection and
information security [4], [5]. Laws such as the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union (EU)
dictate the protection of personal data [6]. Data protection
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requirements and threats known from the areas of information
security, Internet of Things (IoT), and cloud computing as well
as newly emerging data protection threats must be considered
in the scope of fog computing [7]. For instance, due to
the dynamic network structure of fog computing systems,
an unknown and untrusted fog node provider could access
personal data that is routed to and processed in its fog node
[8]. In the rest of the paper, data protection requirements and
threats to data protection are referred to as data protection
aspects.

Problem statement: Data protection aspects should be
taken into account during system design. For example, the
GDPR requires that data processing systems ensure data
protection by design. UML1 and SysML2, well-known stan-
dardized modelling languages, are widely used for designing
systems. The extensions UMLsec [9], [10] and SysML-Sec
[11] foster the modelling of secure systems. We expect that
fog computing systems can also be modelled with UMLsec
and SysML-Sec. As explained in Sec. II, data protection has
significant overlaps with information security. Thus, UMLsec
and SysML-Sec may serve as a starting point to model data
protection concerns. However, UMLsec and SysML-Sec were
not conceived with the purpose of modelling data protection in
fog computing systems. This is because information security
and data protection are not equivalent, and fog computing
systems have special characteristics.

Contribution: The aim of the paper is to analyse to what
extent UMLsec and SysML-Sec can be used to model data
protection aspects in fog computing systems and which gaps
and thus needs for enhancement may exist. We conduct this
examination on a use case basis, reflecting on decisions made
during the modelling process in the evaluation. Three real-
world use cases that employ fog computing in diverse appli-
cation domains are used: Smart City, Smart Manufacturing and
Smart Media. These use cases serve to validate research results
in the EU-funded research project FogProtect [12]. We model
data protection aspects of the use cases, and identify concrete
modelling challenges and gaps, which are then discussed.

1See https://www.omg.org/spec/UML/About-UML/
2See https://www.omg.org/spec/SysML/1.6/About-SysML/



II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Data protection

Data protection refers to the protection of personal data, as
stipulated by legal regulations. Data protection is related to in-
formation security but not the same. It is helpful to understand
both the information security and the legal perspective.

ISO 27000:2018 describes information security as the
“preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability of
information” [13]. Moreover, other information security as-
pects such as authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation, and
reliability should also be considered.

From the perspective of the GDPR, data protection mech-
anisms should prevent personal data breaches [6]. Personal
data means “any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person”, for example name, address or
location data [6]. A personal data breach means “a breach of
security leading to the accidental or unlawful destruction, loss,
alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, personal
data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed” [6].

Therefore, data protection includes information security
aspects such as confidentiality or integrity concerning personal
data. However, data protection goes beyond information secu-
rity, for example by defining specific roles as well as their
rights and obligations related to personal data. GDPR-based
roles that appear in this work are the following:

Data Subject: A data subject is “an identified or identifiable
natural person . . . who can be identified . . . by reference to
an identifier such as a name . . . or to one or more factors
specific to the . . . identity of that natural person” [6].

Data Controller: A data controller “determines the purpose
and means of the processing of personal data” [6].

Data Processor: A data processor “processes personal data
on behalf of the [data] controller” [6].

Third Party: A third party is authorised to process personal
data under the direct authority of the controller or processor.

From a legal point of view, data protection must be ensured
in a fog computing system processing personal data. In order
to achieve data protection, information security aspects like the
preservation of confidentiality need to be taken into account.

B. Modelling languages used

In this paper we concentrate on selected structure-oriented
diagram types of UMLsec and SysML-Sec. They complement
each other by representing different perspectives. For example,
both languages enable the modelling of security properties of
data transfer. For this perspective we decided to use UMLsec
deployment and class diagrams instead of SysML-Sec block
definition and internal block diagrams. This is because in
SysML-Sec different security properties on data channels
are illustrated by the same lock symbol and are visually
indistinguishable. Next, the diagram types used are introduced.
Concrete graphical examples can be found in Sec. V.

1) UMLsec: UMLsec is an extension of the Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML) [9], [10], introducing new stereotypes,
tags and conditions. Stereotypes and tags are used, for ex-
ample, to define connections as encrypted («encrypted»), to

link data with security requirements on the logical level (e.g.,
«secrecy» or «integrity») and to define information security
guidelines for a system (e.g., «secure links»). A complete
description of all stereotypes and tags can be found in [10]. By
using condition checking it can be verified whether security
requirements are met by the system design. The following
diagram types are used in this work:

Deployment Diagrams are used to describe the physical
structure of a system, the deployment of software compo-
nents, and the interconnectivity within and between hardware
elements. With UMLsec, the modelling elements node, com-
ponent, link (physical communication link), and dependency
(logical connection between components) may be annotated
with stereotypes and tags. For example, to represent required
communication security, the dependencies between compo-
nents are annotated with tags. A link between two nodes may
be tagged with a stereotype to describe the connection type. It
is also possible to annotate components with stereotypes. By
annotating a deployment diagram with the stereotype «secure
links», the diagram can be mapped to a specific adversary
type. An adversary table maps stereotypes to a set of actions
(threats) that adversaries of a defined type are capable of.

Using the adversary table, it can be determined, for instance,
whether the connection type between two nodes provides
sufficient communication security for a dependency between
two components that is annotated with a security requirement.
If a dependency is annotated with the stereotype «high», the
adversary table for the given connection type is not allowed
to have any elements in the corresponding threat list. When
using the stereotype «secrecy», the threat list in the adversary
table for the given connection type must not include “read”.
When using «integrity», “insert” is not allowed to be part of
the threat list of the given connection type.

In Class Diagrams, classes, properties and dependencies
can be enriched with UMLsec stereotypes and tags. This
allows both the presentation of information security require-
ments and the examination of whether these requirements are
fulfilled. Annotating a class diagram with the stereotype «se-
cure dependency» means that dependencies between classes
respect the information security requirements on the data that
may be communicated across them. Moreover, if two classes
that are connected via a dependency share a property with the
same name, information security requirements on the shared
properties have to be consistent between the two classes.
A class may be annotated with the stereotype «critical».
Afterwards tags can be used to specify the information security
requirements of properties which represent data. Dependencies
between classes can also be enriched with stereotypes.

For example, if a property x of class A is tagged with
{secrecy} and a dependency annotated with «call» or «send»
between class A and class B exists, the dependency has to
be stereotyped «secrecy» to fulfil the «secure dependency»
requirements. Moreover, if class B also has a property with
the same name as x, it also needs to be tagged with {secrecy}.

2) SysML-Sec: SysML-Sec is based on the Systems Mod-
eling Language (SysML) [11]. SysML-Sec was designed to



consider security and safety in the early design and develop-
ment phases in relation to software and hardware components.
In order to complement the UMLsec diagrams in a meaningful
way, we decided to use the following diagram types.

Requirement Diagrams represent a hierarchy of require-
ments that may be connected to each other with “derive”
dependencies and “containment” relationships. SysML-Sec
introduces the stereotype «Security Requirement». A security
requirement can be categorised with the “kind” property and
ranked with the “risk” property. Each security requirement can
be linked to an attack from the parametric diagram.

Parametric Diagrams model attack trees. Each potential
attack is tagged with the stereotype «attack» or «root attack».
«root attack» means that this attack is the root of an attack
tree. Each attack is part of a block representing the target
of the attack. A block is visualized by a rectangle with a
name. To link multiple attacks, logical and temporal operators
can be used. Countermeasures are tagged with the stereotype
«countermeasure» and linked to attacks that they negate.

III. RESEARCH APPROACH

As stated in Sec. I, we expect that UMLsec and SysML-
Sec are suitable for modelling many aspects of fog computing
systems. However, fog computing systems may have specific
characteristics, which were not taken into account in the
development of both languages. In addition, both languages
focus on security aspects, which largely overlap with data
protection, but are not the same. Thus, we pose the following
research question.

RQ: To what extent are UMLsec and SysML-Sec suitable
for modelling data protection aspects in fog computing?

This question entails two main concerns. First, it is to be
expected that some limitations of the languages stem from
special characteristics of fog computing systems. Therefore,
we examine to what extent modelling of fog computing sys-
tems is possible with UMLsec and SysML-Sec. In particular,
we examine whether cloud services, fog nodes, end devices,
and their specific properties can be modelled. This includes the
mobility of end devices and fog nodes, which may change their
physical location. Moreover, different threats to data protection
may arise from network configurations. Thus, the possibility
of representing relevant network properties is also examined.

Second, we look into the specifics of data protection mod-
elling in the scope of fog computing. On the one hand, both
languages are designed to model information security and
not data protection. On the other hand, new data protection
aspects arise with fog computing. To this end, it is examined
whether data storage, transmission and processing as well as
the sensitivity of data can be represented. Since specific roles
are distinguished by the GDPR and different actors can have
different levels of trustworthiness, it is also interesting to see
if these aspects can be captured in UMLsec and SysML-Sec.
Lastly, we investigate whether data protection mechanisms
such as encryption or access control can be modelled.

To answer the research question, we create models using
UMLsec deployment and class diagrams as well as SysML-

Sec requirement and parametric diagrams. These diagram
types complement each other to represent multiple perspec-
tives of data protection aspects. With each of the four diagram
types we model all three use cases described in Sec. IV.
The modelling is based on textual and graphical descriptions
from [14] as well as on documentation and discussions within
FogProtect. Data protection aspects were identified in [14] but
only described in natural language.

Diagram extracts from various use cases are used to il-
lustrate data protection modelling in Sec. V. Full diagrams
can be found online3. In the modelling process, we pay
special attention to modelling decisions based on limitations
of the modelling languages. The modelling process and the
diagrams are examined in Sec. VI and possible extensions of
both languages are proposed.

IV. USE CASES

The EU research project FogProtect [12] aims at delivering
new and advanced architectures, technologies, and methodolo-
gies to ensure data protection, from cloud centres through fog
nodes to end devices4. The use cases modelled in this paper
stem from FogProtect and are the following [15].

Smart City. Cameras monitor selected places in a city
to detect incidents like car accidents. Incidents can also be
reported by citizens via a smartphone app. The cameras
are connected to fog nodes that analyse the video stream,
anonymize it, and store the original video files for a certain
period of time. In a cloud-based application the video stream
is further processed beyond the computing capabilities of the
fog nodes, before it is made available to a monitoring platform
operated on a third-party cloud. Via the monitoring platform,
it is possible to watch the anonymised video stream. The raw
video material can be requested by an authorised person (e.g.
law enforcement officer) from the respective fog node. Data
protection risks could arise especially during the transmission
and storage of the raw video material and during the video
analysis by external parties. Actions must also be taken to
ensure that the fog nodes are protected from physical attacks.

Smart Manufacturing. A mobile production area is de-
ployed in a physical container called “Factory in a Box”
(FiaB). Both end devices (including cameras, sensors, robots)
and fog nodes are operated in the FiaB. Humans can also work
in the FiaB. Furthermore, there is a connection to a cloud
(called FiaB Cloud), which manages one or more FiaBs so
that they can also be used remotely. Fog nodes process and
store data produced by the end devices or received from the
cloud. The FiaB Cloud is connected to a cloud operated by
a third party, where services such as order management are
performed. Data access via a dashboard is possible both from
within the container and via the FiaB Cloud. Data protection
is particularly at risk when transferring and storing personal
data such as authentication data and video recordings from

3See https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d2it_HVWHR4p12_
buPb72U_IadHrxZl_ for full diagrams.

4See https://fogprotect.eu/ for further information.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d2it_HVWHR4p12_buPb72U_IadHrxZl_
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d2it_HVWHR4p12_buPb72U_IadHrxZl_


TABLE I
DATA PROTECTION ASPECTS AND THE CORRESPONDING FOGPROTECT

USE CASE IN WHICH THEY OCCUR (MARKED WITH X).

Data protection aspect Smart Smart Smart
City Manufacturing Media

Data theft
Personal data theft x x x
Theft of authentication data x
Theft of intellectual property x
Theft of customer relevant data x x
Data manipulation
Manipulation via a dashboard x
Corruption of data x
Unauthorised data access
Access via a dashboard x
Too extensive data access x
Untrusted provider
Untrusted IaaS provider x
Untrusted PaaS provider x
Untrusted SaaS provider x

the container. There is also a risk of data being read or
manipulated by unauthorised persons via the dashboards.

Smart Media. End devices (a camera in a portable video
booth or a smartphone) are used to record video interviews,
which are then processed and edited into a film. Interview
questions are provided via a service operated in the cloud.
The video material is processed at both cloud and fog level.
A fog node is operated within the video booth, which first
processes videos and then forwards both videos and metadata
to the databases in the cloud. On the one hand, metadata
might include personal information like name, date of birth
and contact information of the interviewee. On the other
hand, metadata can include emotions of the interviewee, which
are extracted from the video with the help of AI services.
Video editing programs are run on a second cloud. The video
database can be accessed by human video editors and videos
can be selected using search filters based on metadata. Data
protection risks could arise in the transmission and storage
of metadata. In addition, it is important to ensure that third-
party providers do not gain access to data and that insiders can
only access data for which they are authorised. For example,
the person responsible for the interview questions (chatterbox
manager) and the video editor may only access selected data.

V. MODELLING DATA PROTECTION

Table I shows that the use cases cover several different
types of data protection aspects that were defined in [14]. In
the following subsections, we show extracts of the UMLsec
and SysML-Sec diagrams that we created for the use cases to
demonstrate how these data protection aspects can be mod-
elled. The diagram extracts were chosen so that, if possible,
they depict several data protection aspects. Data protection
aspects include both data protection requirements and data
protection threats. This is because a threat can also be captured
as a requirement to prevent the given threat, and vice versa.

A. UMLsec

Regardless of specific data protection aspects, UMLsec class
diagrams must be annotated with «secure dependency» to

                       

                                

                                 

                           

Fig. 1. Deployment diagram annotated with stereotype «secure links» (left)
and adversary table for adversary “A” (right).

          

        

        

               

          
      

      
          

              

          

                
                  

          

        

                 

          

          

        

                       

                

           

Fig. 2. Modelling data protection threat “personal data leakage” in an UMLsec
deployment diagram (left) and adversary table for adversary “C” (right).

model data protection aspects. For the same reason, UMLsec
deployment diagrams have to be annotated with «secure
links». Additionally, an adversary table is defined for each
annotated deployment diagram to define the potential threat
of an adversary based on the specific use case. Fig. 1 shows
the «secure links» annotation and the adversary called “A” who
is defined in [14] as someone who threatens Internet, VPN and
LAN connections by reading, manipulating or deleting data.

In the following, we go through the categories of Table I.
Data theft: The theft of personal data could happen in all of

the three use cases. For example, in the Smart City use case,
raw video data could be stolen by an adversary while it is
transferred via an internet connection from the Video Streamer
software hosted on the Fog Node to the Monitoring Platform
software hosted on the Third-Party Cloud. Also the raw video
data is in danger because the Fog Node does not offer sufficient
security while storing the data.

The requirement that personal data should be protected
from read access while transferring data between the Video
Streamer and the Monitoring Platform, can be modelled in a
deployment diagram by annotating the dependency between
the two software components with the stereotype «secrecy».
The internet connection, representing the security mechanism,
is modelled by annotating the link between the Fog Node
and the Third-Party Cloud with the stereotype «Internet», as
shown in Fig. 2. In combination with the respective adversary
table (Adversary “C” in the Smart City use case), the read
vulnerability of data transfer via an internet connection can be
observed. The data protection threat resulting from insufficient
security at the Fog Node cannot be modelled in the deployment
diagram because none of the possible stereotypes («smart
card», «POS device», «issuer node») suits a fog node.

Personal data theft can also be modelled in an UMLsec



          

                   

                      
                             

                        

                     

          

              

                      
                             

                          

      

      

                                         

                    

          

                 

Fig. 3. Modelling the data protection threat “personal data leakage” in an
UMLsec class diagram.

class diagram. This has the advantage that it is possible
to specify which personal data (e.g., raw video data) is at
risk while abstracting from the technical realisation of data
transfer (e.g., internet connection). Fig. 3 shows the Smart City
class diagram. It can be seen that a dependency between the
classes Monitoring Platform and Video Streamer exists that is
annotated with the stereotype «send». Moreover, both classes
are annotated with the stereotype «critical». At the Monitoring
Platform, the property Raw Video is tagged with {secrecy}.
This model extract in combination with the class diagram
being annotated with the stereotype «secure dependency»
reveals two issues. First, the class Video Streamer does not
deliver sufficient security because the property Raw Video is
not tagged with the same value as it is at the class Monitoring
Platform. Second, the dependencies do not offer sufficient
security because they are not annotated with «secrecy».

An exception from modelling personal data theft with «se-
crecy» (deployment diagram) and {secrecy} (class diagram) is
made for data protection threats “theft of authentication data”,
“theft of intellectual property” and “theft of customer relevant
data” from the Smart Manufacturing use case. For example,
authentication data could be stolen when it is transferred via an
unsecured connection from the end device called Authentica-
tion Module to the Data Hub, if someone gains physical access
to the Authentication Module or if the authentication data is
stored insecurely in the Data Hub. Similarly, authentication
data could also be manipulated or deleted in this use case.
Therefore, the stereotype «high» is used instead of «secrecy»
in both deployment and class diagrams whenever multiple data
protection threats (theft, manipulation, deletion) could occur.
The corresponding adversary table can be seen in Fig. 1.

Data manipulation: To model data manipulation, two
stereotypes can be used. «integrity» could be used when there
is a risk that data may be changed without permission. It
corresponds to the “insert” threat, while data deletion can be
mapped to the “delete” threat in an adversary table. To model
that potential deletion risks exist, the stereotype «high» can be
used because it is the only one that corresponds to the value
“delete” in the adversary table.

In the Smart Manufacturing use case, data manipulation may
occur in two different ways. First, data can be manipulated by
using a dashboard. The Dashboard allows actors to change
personal data. This may be exploited by an adversary that
gains unauthorised access to the Dashboard. The threat of
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Data Subject
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*
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+ Compress Video()
+ Prepare Video()

«critical»
secrecy=Recorded Video

+ camera + stream processor

sends video1 1

«send, secrecy»

Fig. 4. Modelling actor involvement in an UMLsec class diagram.

unauthorised physical access could be modelled in a deploy-
ment diagram by combining the “access” threat value in an
adversary table with annotating the Dashboard with a suitable
stereotype. However, none of the stereotypes readily available
in UMLsec are suitable for this purpose. In a class diagram,
it is possible to model an actor as a class (see Data Processor
and Data Subject in Fig. 4). However, the existing stereotypes
and tags of UMLsec do not allow to model the threat of
unauthorised access to the Dashboard in a meaningful way.

Second, data deletion could occur when data is transferred
or stored with insufficient security. As already explained
related to the example of the threatened authentication data
in the Smart Manufacturing use case, the stereotype «high» is
used to model a data deletion threat.

Unauthorised data access: This threat means that unau-
thorised actors can access (read) data they are not allowed
to see. In a deployment diagram, the “read” threat can be
modelled by using the stereotype «secrecy». However, actors
and data access by an actor cannot directly be modelled in a
deployment diagram. Using the “access” threat in combination
with an annotated component only means that adversaries may
access components they are not allowed to access. Neither
actors nor data can be represented in a deployment diagram.
In class diagrams, it can be modelled that actors represented
by a class have a dependency, representing data access, to
other classes (see Fig. 4). However, it is not possible to show
that an actor has too extensive data access.

Untrusted provider: Similar to the threat of unauthorised
data access, modelling the threat to data protection stemming
from an untrusted provider (Infrastructure, Platform or Soft-
ware as a Service provider) is not possible in a meaningful
way. In a class diagram, trustworthiness could be represented
by adding a property called “trustworthy” to a class represent-
ing an actor. However, this does not have the same impact as
a stereotype (e.g., for verifying whether security requirements
are met). Therefore, we decided against it.

B. SysML-Sec

The requirement and parametric diagrams modelled in
SysML-Sec are structured according to the same scheme in



all three use cases. Therefore, modelling of data protection
requirements and modelling of potential attacks on personal
data are each described by using an example diagram extract.

Modelling data protection requirements: As can be seen
in Fig. 5, the requirement diagram is structured into multiple
levels. Every requirement is annotated with the stereotype «Se-
curityRequirement». The requirement on top of each require-
ment diagram is called PreventDataProtectionViolation. This
covers the high-level requirement that breaches of the GDPR
should be prevented. The requirement is assigned the type
“Privacy”, and the risk that the requirement will be violated
is classified as “High”. Both the extent of damage and the
probability of occurrence are included in the risk assessment.
It is possible to assign an attack from the parametric diagram
to each security requirement. Since this top-level requirement
is very abstract, no attack is assigned to it.

At the next level are security requirements that relate to
potential threats to data protection. Fig. 5 shows that the
requirements on this level are connected to the top-level
requirement by using a “containment relationship” (plus sign
in a circle at the end of a line). By using the “containment
relationship”, the top-level requirement is broken down into
sub-requirements. Thus, they form a hierarchy in which the
sub-requirements must be fulfilled in order for the top-level
requirement to be fulfilled.

Fig. 5 shows the sub-requirement PreventAccessThrough-
UntrustedParties. This security requirement refers to the risk
that untrusted actors, such as IaaS providers, could access data.
The requirement defines that such access should be prevented.
“Controlled access (authorisation)” was selected as the “kind”,
since access to data is controllable via authorisation. The risk
is classified as “medium”, because the extent of damage is
assessed as high and the probability of occurrence as low.

The next hierarchy level is associated with the «deriveReqt»
relationship. The difference to a “containment relationship”
is that in a «deriveReqt» relationship the main requirement
describes the WHAT and the sub-requirement describes the
HOW. In a “containment relationship”, specification takes
place at the same level of abstraction. The OMG describes
“containment relationships” as a tool to decompose complex
requirements into simpler, single requirements, while a «de-
riveReqt» relationship includes a hierarchy level change5.

The sub-requirement shown in Fig. 5 is titled UseOfSe-
cureStorage. The requirement is fulfilled if all components
in the Smart Media use case that store personal data are
protected. Accordingly, UseOfSecureStorage is broken down
by “containment relationships” into requirements that relate
to the individual data-storing components. Both main and
sub-requirements are assigned the type “Confidentiality”, as
they relate to the risk of confidentiality violation. The risk
of UseOfSecureStorage being violated is classified as “High”.
The risk is derived from the highest risk posed by the breach
of one of the sub-requirements. On the lowest level of the

5See https://www.omg.org/spec/SysML/1.6/ for further information.

              

              
              

                        

                              

    
                                                                
              
           
                     
                   

                        

                            

    
                                        
                      
           
                     
                   

                        

                      

    
                                                 
                                                 
                      
           
                     
                   

                        

                  

    
                                               
                                                  
                      
           
                     
                   

                        

                                    

    
                                                
                              
                                        
             
                     
                   

                        

                               

    
                                                      
                                                        
                      
                                        
           
                     
                                                    

                        

                                                  

      
                                                                   
                                                                      
                      
             
                     
                                                                          

                        

                                                     

      
                                                                    
                                           
                      
           
                     
                                                                            

                        

                

      
                                             
                                                  
                           
                      
          
                     
                                             

                        

                  

      
                                           
                                
                 
                      
           
                     
                                         

                        

                     

      
                                              
                                
                 
                      
             
                     

                        

                        

      
                                              
                                             
                 
                      
           
                     
                                               

                        

                         

      
                                     
                      
             
                     
                                  

                        

                        

      
                                    
                      
           
                     
                                 

Fig. 5. Excerpt from the Smart Media requirement diagram.

requirement diagram, it is possible to assign a respective attack
from the parametric diagram to the requirements.

Modelling potential attacks on personal data: An attack
tree was created for each identified attack on personal data
by using SysML-Sec parametric diagrams. Fig. 6 shows an
excerpt of the Smart Media parametric diagram. The root of
the attack tree is called AccessMetaData and is annotated with
the stereotype «root attack». This root attack is divided into
several attacks by the logical operator «OR». If one of the
sub-sequences is executed successfully, the root attack is also
executed successfully. The temporal operator «SEQUENCE»
states that the attacks are carried out in a temporal sequence
from left to right. The attacks on the right side of the sequence
can only be carried out if the previous attacks were successful.
Attacks are annotated with «attack».

The attack sequence starts with the attack InfiltrateConnec-
tionBetweenSmartphoneAndChatterboxService. If the attack
was successful, then the ReadData attack is executed. Both
attacks are modelled inside of a «block» called Smartphone.
This «block» is inside of another «block» called Chatterbox-
Cloud. Blocks represent hardware components. Nested blocks
were used to model attacks that belong to multiple hardware
components (e.g., infiltration of connections). The second
attack sequence refers to the ChatterboxCloud. Therefore, the
attacks are only inside of one «block».

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Evaluation of the modelling results

To answer the research question, the modelling results are
evaluated. An overview is shown in Table II.

The first part of the RQ can be answered as follows. Both
modelling languages can be used to model fog computing
systems, but limitations arise that prevent modelling special
fog computing characteristics explicitly. The same applies to
the second part of the RQ. Many data protection aspects
can be modelled with the modelling languages intended for
information security modelling. Nevertheless, limitations also
occur in this field. The details are explained below.



TABLE II
REPRESENTABLE FOG COMPUTING DATA PROTECTION ASPECTS IN UMLSEC AND SYSML-SEC

Representable aspect UMLsec deployment and class diagrams SysML-Sec requirement and parametric diagrams
To what extent can UMLsec and SysML-Sec serve as a basis for modelling fog computing systems?
Cloud services, fog nodes, end de-
vices and their specific properties

• Deployment diagrams: «device» to model infrastructure,
«artifact» to model software components
• Class diagrams: Infrastructure and software components
modelled as classes

• Requirement diagrams: Natural language text but no
explicit modelling construct
• Parametric diagrams: Blocks representing the target of
an attack

Location of end devices and fog
nodes

• Location as an attribute inside of class diagrams
• Dynamic change of the location is not representable

• Natural language text but no explicit modelling construct
in requirement diagrams

Network properties • Limited to stereotypes describing the connection type in
deployment diagrams

• Natural language text but no explicit modelling construct
in requirement and parametric diagrams

To what extent are UMLsec and SysML-Sec suitable for modelling fog computing related data protection aspects?
Secure data storage, transmission
and processing

• Deployment diagrams: Secure data transmission
• Class diagrams: Secure storage (properties), processing
(operations), transmission (dependencies)

• Natural language text but no explicit modelling construct
in requirement and parametric diagrams

Data sensitivity • Combination of stereotype «secrecy» and the tags {se-
crecy}, {integrity}, {high} in class diagrams

• “Kind” attribute of a security requirement in requirement
diagrams

Actors and their respective role in
relation to personal data

• Indirectly modelled in class diagrams • Natural language text but no explicit modelling construct
in requirement diagrams

Trustworthiness of actors • Not possible in a meaningful way • Natural language text but no explicit modelling construct
in requirement diagrams

Presence of data protection mecha-
nisms

• Stereotypes and tags in deployment and class diagrams
can be used
• Only the level of protection and not the data protection
mechanism itself can be meaningfully represented

• Requirement diagrams: Natural language text but no
explicit modelling construct
• Parametric diagrams: «countermeasure»

         

               

         

               

         

        

         

          

      

               

              

            

          

                                                       

          

        

            

          

                         
          

        

            

          

                                                         

          

        

          

                                 

            

          

        

          

                    

      

          

             

            

          

                            

          

        

Fig. 6. Excerpt from the Smart Media parametric diagram.

UMLsec: Using UMLsec, it is possible to represent cloud
services, fog nodes and end devices in deployment and class
diagrams, although the modelling language is not intended
specifically for use in fog computing. For example, in deploy-
ment diagrams the infrastructure components mentioned in the
use cases can be modelled as a component annotated with the
stereotype «device». Software components that are operated on
the respective infrastructure components can be annotated with
the stereotype «artifact». In a class diagram, both infrastructure
and software components can be modelled as classes. The
properties of the respective components can be modelled in
class diagrams through relations and dependencies to other
components as well as through properties and operations.

UMLsec class diagrams can model the location of devices as
a property, but the dynamic change of the location cannot be
meaningfully represented. For example, in the Smart Media
use case, the HDD Storage is physically moved from the

Computer to the Chatterbox Cloud to copy the data via a wired
connection. Logically, the HDD Storage can only be connected
to one of the two devices at the same time. This cannot be
represented in UMLsec deployment and class diagrams.

The network properties modelled in UMLsec deployment
diagrams are limited to stereotypes specifying connection
types between the infrastructure components. Other network
properties such as bandwidth and latency are not part of the
use cases and are therefore not modelled.

UMLsec deployment diagrams show whether connections
between infrastructure components are protected from poten-
tial adversaries. Adversaries and different connection types can
be modelled by using the adversary table and by annotating
connection links as well as dependencies.

In UMLsec class diagrams, storage (properties), processing
(operations) and exchange of data (dependencies) can be
modelled. Specifically the transmission of data cannot be
represented though. In order to mark personal data, classes
can be annotated with the stereotype «critical» and properties
can be assigned an existing protection with the tags {secrecy},
{integrity} and {high}. It can then be checked whether the
required protection is present during the transmission and
storage of personal data.

Actors and their roles in relation to the data cannot be
modelled in UMLsec deployment diagrams and only indirectly
be modelled in UMLsec class diagrams. Also, trustworthiness
of actors cannot be meaningfully represented.

To model existing data protection mechanisms in UMLsec,
stereotypes and tags could be used, but these UMLsec concepts
only describe the level of protection and not the type of
data protection mechanism. Therefore, specific data protection
mechanisms cannot be meaningfully represented.



TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF THE ENCOUNTERED LIMITATIONS

UMLsec
• Missing stereotypes to model wireless data transfer
• Missing stereotypes to model the threat of unauthorised accessing fog
nodes or end devices by an adversary
• No option to model threats between components on the same hardware
• Problems at modelling rights and obligations of data-related roles in
relation to data because classes cannot be annotated meaningfully
• Missing stereotype to model trustworthiness of actors
• No meaningful possibility to model actors with multiple roles
• No stereotype to model an isolated data deletion threat
SysML-Sec
• No “kind” attribute value for modelling the trustworthiness of actors
• No stereotypes to assign blocks to cloud, fog or end device layer
• Problems at assigning attacks to multiple components

SysML-Sec: Due to the freely usable text fields “title”
and “description”, it is possible to represent fog computing
concepts in the requirement diagram by modelling require-
ments annotated with «SecurityRequirement». Attacks and
blocks can also be freely named in the parametric diagram.
This makes it possible to distinguish between end devices,
fog nodes and cloud services. However, new stereotypes with
which, for example, the blocks could be annotated, would
allow a more formal modelling beyond natural language.

The requirement diagram can be used to model data pro-
tection requirements that relate to both personal data and the
existence of data protection mechanisms. On the one hand, the
title and textual description of security requirements define the
security requirement. On the other hand, the attributes “kind”
and “risk” can be used to specify the security requirements.
Only the trustworthiness of actors cannot be directly repre-
sented in a meaningful way because actors and roles are not
represented and there is no “kind” value for trustworthiness.

Existing data protection mechanisms can be modelled as
countermeasures («countermeasure») in attack trees in para-
metric diagrams. Security requirements from requirement dia-
grams that are related to protection mechanisms can be linked
to potential attacks by using the attribute “Targeted attacks”.

Secure storage, processing and transmission of personal data
can be modelled as security requirements. The roles of actors
in relation to data and the trustworthiness of actors can be
shown indirectly through security requirements. SysML-Sec
does not allow for the explicit modelling of data-related roles
of actors and their trustworthiness. The same applies to the
explicit modelling of data and the transmission of certain data.

B. Encountered limitations

To deal with the both, already indicated and further limi-
tations, modelling decisions had to be made. An overview of
the encountered limitations can be found in Table III.

UMLsec: In the future the connection between the CCTV
Camera and the Fog Node in the Smart City use case should
be realised wireless. An UMLsec deployment diagram does
not support stereotypes representing wireless connections.
Therefore, wireless data transfer is not explicitly modelled.

UMLsec deployment diagrams offer the possibility to anno-
tate nodes with the stereotypes «LAN», «smart card», «POS
device» and «issuer node». In combination with the “access”
value inside of the threat list of an adversary table, the threat
of physical access by an adversary could be modelled. All
available stereotypes are very specific and do not fit an end
device or fog node from the FogProtect use cases. Therefore,
physical access could not be modelled.

Data protection threats arising from the communication of
software components within one infrastructure component can
only be modelled to a limited extent. For example, Fig. 2
shows two software components within the «device» Fog Node
that exchange personal data with each other. To model data
protection threats in the UMLsec deployment diagram the
dependency and the connection type between the components
as well as the adversary table of the diagram are needed. Thus,
it is not possible to model data protection threats that may
occur between two components hosted on the same hardware,
when they exchange personal data. This threat only becomes
apparent when examining the Smart City class diagram.

To model the affiliation of data to a role in a UMLsec class
diagram (e.g. Recorded Video and Data Subject in the Smart
Manufacturing use case), data could be modelled as classes.
However, classes can only be annotated with the stereotype
«critical». The associated tags {secrecy}, {integrity} and
{high} can only be related to properties, operations and signals
[10]. Because in UMLsec the needed stereotypes and tags
cannot be applied to classes it is not useful to model data
as classes. Essential UMLsec concepts would thus be lost in
the model. For this reason, data in the UMLsec class diagrams
were modelled as public properties (example see Fig. 3). This
leads to the fact that rights and obligations of data-related
roles in relation to data are difficult to recognise. To identify
the relation between a data subject and their personal data,
information from relation names and property names has to
be combined. It might be necessary to trace relationships
across several classes (e.g. relationships starting from the Data
Subject class to the Stream Processor in Fig. 4).

Since the class diagrams modelled in UMLsec were not
modelled at instance level but at type level, properties such
as the trustworthiness of a person or a company are not
represented. One way to model trustworthiness is to add a
boolean property trustworthy to the classes Data Processor,
Data Controller, IaaS / SaaS / PaaS Provider. However, the
combination of stereotypes, tags and the property trustworthy
cannot be used in a UMLsec class diagram to make a statement
about the protection of personal data. It therefore makes no
sense to include this as a property. The danger of possible
access to personal data by providers that are classified as
untrustworthy is not recognisable in the UMLsec diagrams.

Another limitation that arises from the representation of
roles as classes occurs when attempting to model actors who
can take on multiple roles at once. In the Smart Manufacturing
use case, the workers within the FiaB container are both
Data Subject, as they are filmed, and Data Processor, as they
operate the Dashboard (Fog). This dual role is not visible in



the created models (see Fig. 4). With the help of a newly
introduced class that inherits from Data Subject and Data
Processor, it would be possible to represent the dual role.
However, it does not make sense to introduce such a class
at the type level, as it must be assumed that the role of the
worker changes situationally at the instance level.

Lastly, to model a data deletion threat the stereotype «high»
or the tag {high} can be used. However, this annotation refers
to a threat including potential readability, manipulation, and
deletion of the data at the same time. Therefore, it is not clear
that only the threat of data deletion exists.

SysML-Sec: Since requirement and parametric diagrams
allow to freely select requirement and attack titles most data
protection aspects could be modelled. However, by using nat-
ural language, the advantages of a formal modelling are lost.
Additional stereotypes, attributes and values for the existing
attributes could improve the modelling with SysML-Sec.

The possible values that can be assigned to the “kind”
attribute cannot describe the trustworthiness of actors. There-
fore, the data protection risks that arise from actors classified
as untrustworthy are not modelled. Trustworthiness is only
implicitly modelled by a security requirement of the kind
“Controlled Access (authorisation)”.

Attacks that represent the infiltration of a connection be-
tween two components can only be assigned to blocks with
limitations. To model this blocks have to overlap each other
to assign an attack to multiple components.

C. Possible language extensions

Further development of UMLsec and SysML-Sec would
facilitate their use in the areas of fog computing and data
protection. The limitations could be addressed by introducing
new stereotypes, tags and attribute values.

Connection types such as «WLAN», «Bluetooth», «4G»
and «5G» could supplement the existing connection types
in the UMLsec deployment diagram to model wireless data
transmission. The extension of the stereotypes with which one
can annotate a «device» would also make sense, since UMLsec
only includes stereotypes specific to one subject area. Both
«issuer node» and «POS device» refer to components from the
field of payments. The possibility to annotate an infrastructure
component as vulnerable to an attack is not provided. Such
a stereotype could be called «point of attack». Another idea
is to introduce special stereotypes that make it possible to
distinguish between end devices, fog nodes, and cloud.

In the UMLsec class diagram, further stereotypes could be
introduced to annotate classes. Among others, a stereotype
called «trustworthy» could be used to represent trustworthy
classes as long as this is possible on type level. With a
stereotype «authorised», dependencies could be annotated to
model authorised data access in combination with the stereo-
type «call». By enabling the annotation of classes through the
stereotypes «secrecy», «integrity» and «high», data could be
meaningfully represented as classes. Furthermore, IT security
protection goals such as “reliability” and “authenticity” could
extend the stereotypes and tags.

Security requirements in SysML-Sec requirement diagrams
could be extended by further attributes. For example, it could
be possible to explicitly model the trustworthiness of actors by
using a new attribute “trustworthiness”. Alternatively, it would
also be possible to extend the values of the attribute “kind”
by adding “trustworthiness” as a new value. In parametric
diagrams, new stereotypes like «cloud», «fog node», «end
device» could be used to specify blocks.

D. Risks to validity

Both the modelling of the use cases and the discussion of
the results are exposed to validity risks.

Internal validity risks that exist in this work are interpreta-
tion errors of the modelling basis and of the modelling results
as well as the risk of having applied the modelling languages
incorrectly. In order to reduce internal validity risks, ambi-
guities were discussed in talks with the FogProtect partners.
Furthermore, the FogProtect partners were asked to evalu-
ate the diagrams and identify errors in the content. Several
precautions were taken to avoid errors in the modelling: On
the one hand, the modelling results of the different use cases
were compared with each other. On the other hand, primary
literature documenting the use of the modelling languages was
employed [9]–[11], [16], [17]. By using special modelling
tools that are recommended for modelling in UMLsec or
SysML-Sec, syntactic errors in the models are excluded. These
modelling tools are the UMLsec4UML2 profile [16] that is
used within Eclipse Papyrus6 for modelling UMLsec diagrams
and TTool7 for modelling SysML-Sec diagrams.

There is a risk to external validity that the discussion results
are not generalisable because few use cases cannot cover all
aspects from the fields of fog computing and data protection
as well as all fog computing related data protection aspects.
To mitigate this risk, multiple use cases from different fog
computing domains were used instead of just one use case.
Finally, it should be emphasised that it is not possible to fully
evaluate all possible scenarios and associated data protection
aspects with UMLsec and SysML-Sec.

VII. RELATED WORK

There are some approaches in the literature for mod-
elling IoT or cloud specific information security aspects. For
instance, IoTsec can be used to model security issues in
IoT systems by combining concepts of UML, UMLsec and
SysML [18]. Chambwe introduced ThingMLsec, an extension
of UMLsec that adds domain-specific concepts related to IoT
applications [19]. Ficco et al. introduced new stereotypes to
UMLsec to model a secure deployment of cloud applications
[20]. But, the approaches do not consider modelling IoT and
cloud elements as part of fog computing systems. Also, aspects
of data protection beyond information security are not covered.

Concerning the modelling of data protection concerns,
Ramadan proposed a framework that includes SecBPMN2,
UMLsec and UMLfair to assure data protection by design [21].

6See https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/ for further information.
7See https://ttool.telecom-paris.fr/ for further information.



There, the UML rabac profile, that extends UMLsec, is used
to model role- and attribute based access control [22]. Access
control can also be modelled by using PrivUML, a modelling
language to model privacy protection [23]. A related UML
profile to model privacy-aware applications also exists [24].
Moreover, an UMLsec extension to model legal regulations
based on information security law and ISO/IEC 27001:2005
also allows to model data protection [25]. None of these
approaches allow to model cloud or fog computing related data
protection aspects, such as limited personal data protection
at fog nodes. But, they could serve as an additional basis to
complement the proposed extensions.

Some approaches allow to model data protection in cloud
systems. Palm et al. proposed a risk pattern based approach
to model data protection vulnerabilities [26]. Shei et al.
defined a language capable of modelling cloud computing
concepts as well as information security requirements that also
relate to data protection [27]. These approaches do not cover
characteristics of fog computing, nor are they as extensive as
UMLsec or SysML-Sec.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work we have examined to what extent UMLsec
deployment and class diagrams as well as SysML-Sec re-
quirement and parametric diagrams can be used to model data
protection aspects related to fog computing.

It has become clear that both modelling languages are a
good basis for modelling data protection aspects related to
fog computing. With the help of this type of modelling, it
is possible to evaluate, among other things, whether data
protection is being sufficiently observed at the design time.
However, several limitations (e.g. missing stereotypes to model
specific data protection aspects like trustworthiness of actors;
no explicit modelling of personal data) were identified. In
order to mitigate these limitations we proposed extensions to
both UMLsec and SysML-Sec.

We assume that the results can also be applied to related
domains such as the Internet of Things, cloud computing,
edge computing. Further research could verify this thesis.
This work can serve as a basis for finding further extensions
to UMLsec and SysML-Sec and also for implementing the
proposed extensions. Moreover, an examination of whether
other UMLsec and SysML-Sec diagram types are feasible for
modelling data protection aspects related to fog computing
could extend our work. It should also be considered that
the use of additional or other modelling languages (and the
combinations of languages) may address the limitations.
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